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HELIX SYN VTM Overview:
The Helix Syn V is a 5th generation anatomically designed hands-free
male G-spot stimulator, combining design elements from our most
popular model, the award winning Helix Syn with the added intensity of
vibration. With a simple contraction Helix Syn V pivots inward and
upward stimulating the male G-spot (prostate), anus, perineum and Kspot
simultaneously. Helix Syn V’s ultra-compact design produces quiet
yet powerful vibration and can be used in two modes, powered and
unpowered. Slightly larger than the original Helix Syn, Helix Syn V
offers a unique experience in unpowered mode with fuller, more robust
stimulation. Powered mode provides 8 preset vibration patterns at 3
levels of intensity for a total of 24 enhanced sensory experiences,
utilizing simple multifunction button control. Low speed is for modestly
elevated stimulation, a level that promotes more sensation while
allowing the user to maintain full awareness of movement and
responsiveness to contractions. Think of this as a “power assist” setting,
terrific for Super O sessions, specifically designed for those who enjoy
subtle stimulation. Medium speed is more than double the intensity of
the low setting, yielding stronger stimulation while still providing an
awareness of movement and responsiveness. A terrific setting for both
Super O and traditional (non-ejaculatory) sessions. High speed is
almost 3 times the intensity of medium and is specifically designed for
those who enjoy high energy vibration. Great for traditional or Super O
sessions. If you need a jolt to send you over the top, level 3 is your
afterburner. When combined with your internal contractions, the true
power of Helix Syn V is revealed. Its legendary shape and anatomically
designed contours produce full and focused stimulation with the utmost
responsiveness allowing you to customize your level of sensation. This
results in orgasms of enormous power and depth, experiences so
intense, they will forever change your frame of reference about sexual
pleasure. Feel the power of SYN!



1. Charge Helix Syn V for two hours before first use.  
    (see charging instructions)

2. Wash Helix Syn V with soap and water, or a toy cleaner compatible  
    with silicone items.

3. Lubricate Helix Syn V with a water or silicone-compatible lubricant.

4. Lay on your back with both knees pulled up slightly.

5. Slowly insert the Helix Syn V until the P-TAB is flush against your
    perineum (the area between the scrotum and anus). You may feel an
    emerging pressure on your prostate.

6. Start with a few anal contractions to familiarize yourself with the
    sensations and responsiveness of the device.

7. Choose an operating mode and enjoy

GETTING STARTED:

Power /Pattern 
Selection / Speed selection

Magnetic charging
contacts

LED Indicator

K-Tab

P-Tab

BACK SIDE



The Helix Syn V is designed to be propelled by your contractions
alone for focused prostate and anal stimulation. As there is no
vibration associated with this mode, there is no sound to identify it
is in use. Great for wearing out for some secret pleasure. We
strongly recommend that users insert the Helix Syn V in this mode
in order to familiarize themselves with its feel and responsiveness
before powering up.

Pattern Selection

Single click button to advance to vibration patterns 1 though 8. Patterns 
are of varying lengths and feature different levels of intensity. Pattern 8 is 
a special sequence of patterns 5, 3, 5, and 7 cycled in succession.

Intensity (Speed) Selection

Depress and hold button 2 seconds to change to one of three motor speeds. 
Speed one: 15%. Speed two: 35%. Speed three: 100%. Turning power off 
will reset the Helix Syn V back to pattern one, speed one.

HELIX SYN VTM Operating Modes:

Powering Up

Double click button to  
turn power on. LED will light.
Double click button to turn  
power off. LED will turn off.



HELIX SYN VTM Operating Modes: (continued)

HELIX SYN V Charging Instructions

Helix Syn V’s USB charging cable can be plugged 
into any USB type A port or USB/AC power adapter 

(not included). The charging head is specially designed 
to fit over the Helix Syn V’s magnetic charging 

contacts. Helix Syn V requires 120 minutes for 
a full charge and will last for approximately 120 
minutes of continuous use at highest speed. 
• Blinking Light = Charging
• Solid Light = Fully Charged
 

HELIX SYN VTM Handling And Care:
1) Always clean Helix Syn V before and after use.

2) Wash with soap and lukewarm water or a silicone compatible toy
cleaner. Rinse clean and pat dry using a lint-free cloth or towel. Do
not use cleaners containing alcohol, acetone or petroleum-based
solvents. Never boil the Helix Syn V.

3) For maximum comfort and responsiveness, always apply a high quality
water-based lubricant before insertion. *Silicone-based lubricants are 
not recommended and should never be used as they will damage and 
degrade the product.

4) Avoid exposure to high heat or long periods in sunlight.

5) Helix Syn V is water (splash) resistant so it can be used in the shower
and washed over a sink. Never bathe with the Helix Syn V or  
submerge it in water.



HELIX SYN VTM Operating Modes: (continued)

Precautions:
Do not use Helix Syn V on any area of the body that is swollen, inflamed or
where the skin is broken. If you have concerns regarding your health, consult
your doctor before using this device.

Disclaimer: Use of Aneros products is at his/her own risk. Neither the
manufacturer nor the retailer assumes any responsibility or liability for use of
the products. If you experience any pain or discomfort during use, you should
discontinue use of the product.
©2021 Aneros, All Rights Reserved. Patent - www.aneros.com/patent

HELIX SYN V

Materials   Silicone and ABS Plastic
Size   126.5 x 97.3 x 23.9 mm
Weight   47g
Battery   601521 lithium / 3.7V / 120mAh
Charging   120 minutes
Use Time   > 120 minutes continuous on highest setting 
  >  6 hours variable on lowest setting 
Max Noise Level ≤50db
Interface  Single Button for 8 patterns – Manual mode
IPX   IPX7. Protected against short durations of water  
  immersion. Max immersion for less than  
  30 minutes and at a depth of less than one meter.



DISPOSAL INFORMATION
Disposal of old electronic equipment (applicable in the EU and other European 
countries with separate waste collection systems):point for recycling electrical and 
electronic equipment. The crossed-out dustbin symbol indicates that these items 
should not be treated as household waste, but rather brought to the appropriate 
collection point for recycling electrical and electronic equipment

COMPLIANCE

UKCA




